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THE THEORY

Criteria can seem highly abstract to students, whereas

exemplars can demonstrate what these standards look

like in concrete terms, and subsequently develop student 

assessment literacy (Price et al. 2012)

A GUIDE TO
MODELLING
EXPLICIT  INSTRUCTION THROUGH

EXEMPLIFICATION

LIVE MODELLING

Modelling is largely ineffective because of the way that it

doesn’t factor in student prior knowledge or account for

cognitive load (Toa & Carless, 2014) and so when

modelling live in the classroom, it should be with existing

knowledge and focus on teaching the content of

analytical language, or structuring a response. Live

modelling is most useful when showing the process as

opposed to the final outcome, and so should refine

particular and specific elements of a written response,

rather than a response as a whole.

PREPARED MODELLING

High quality exemplars are prepared in advance and

shared with pupils to demonstrate the use of existing

knowledge as part of an analytical or evaluative response.

It is advisable to avoid sharing poor models for students

to improve as whilst it enables students to identify areas

of improvement in their own work, it does not help them

to identify how to correct this or alternative strategies to

respond that might avoid such errors. (Toa & Carless,

2014)

BACKWARDS FADED (I, WE, YOU)

A hybrid of live and prepared approaches, this works

over a series of learning episodes, as a hybrid of

prepared and live modelling to slowly take away the

support of modelling through modelling yourself, to

shared modelling, to student independent work. (Clark,

Frank Nguyen, John Sweller, 2006). It may be that the

teacher alternates between you and we before students

have grasped the approach to work independently.. 

TAKEAWAYS

modelling is essential for students to

understand the key components involved

when writing an academic response.

Students must already know the content to

be able to complete the key aims of

exploring an exemplar

weak responses should be avoided.
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Criteria can seem highly abstract to students, whereas it is the skill of

being able not to give the right answer to questions about what you

were taught in school, but to make the right response to situations

that are outside the scope of what you were taught in school. We

need to produce people who know how to act when they’re faced

with situations for which they were not specifically prepared. (Papert,

1998)

A GUIDE TO
EFFECTIVE

QUESTIONING
EXPLICIT  CHECKING OF KNOWLEDGE THROUGH

THE ART OF THE QUESTION

BIG QUESTIONS

The tradition of enquiry with its own distinctive pursuit of

truth.'- Christine Counsell, 2018

Use enquiry questions to set what is to be achieved within

an episode of learning. Move away from lesson by lesson

events and towards key questions that students should be

in a position to answer by the end of a unit. Revisit and

re-evaluate the extent to which students feel they have

the knowledge to respond to these questions as you

progress through content for your subject.

HINGE QUESTIONS

HInge point questions should give you a clear, quick

indication as to where the learning is at for all students,

but which direction to take next in teaching. An effective

hinge question should be impossible for a student with

the wrong idea to be able to give the right response.

Hinge questions should take no longer than thirty seconds

to respond to, and give you a clear way forward, or

indeed, to revisit content not fully grasped. (William,

2014)

LOW STAKES HIGH IMPACT: MCQ

When written effectively, multiple choice questions are

a time-efficient way of gauging student understanding

of content. Effective curation includes question stems

that ensure clarity, avoidance of a) b) c) d) response

patterns, plausible distractors that springboard

discussion, to clear up misconceptions,, and an

adherence to all answers being the same length to

avoid guess work. Multiple choice question sets should

aim for low stakes, with an 80% success rate (desirable

difficulties, Bjork, 1994).

TAKEAWAYS

Lead learning of content with enquiry questions that

can be used to shape, direct and evaluate learning that

has taken place.

Use hinge questions with clarity to test where the

learning is for all students. Don't be tempted to rush

the learning on.

Use MCQ as a low-impact way of checking

understanding.
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When there has been sufficient rehearsal, the students are able
to retrieve easily and then are able to make use of this new
material to foster new learning and aid problem solving. But
when the rehearsal time is too short, students are less able to
store, remember or use the material. (Rosenshine, 2012).

A GUIDE TO VISUALISER
USE IN THE

CLASSROOM
EXPLICIT  INSTRUCTION THROUGH

DEMONSTRATION

ANNOTATION AND
CLARITY

Keep an exercise book per class and note take using

Cornell notetaking system, to demonstrate what should

be written down, or where students should take the

opportunity to write information. This highlights key

moments to pause for note taking as well as it is highly

challenging for students to write and listen at the same

time, and this has to be accounted for. rather than a

response as a whole.

ANALYTICAL RESPONSE

Model when writing analytically. This enables the teacher

to live model responses, use students' ideas as a starting

point or outline the planning process beforehand. I find

that the more habitual your modelling, the less students

copy word for word and they start to take the parts that

they recognise as valuable to form their own ideas.

LIVE FEEDBACK AND
PRAISE

.Share students’ work: this could be at the end of

retrieval practice to highlight the green pen work than

someone has completed by listening to peers provide

and elaborate answers, or during whole class feedback

where I have highlighted particular aspects of a

student’s work.

Take a screenshot of students’ work with a post it note

indicating the specific praise. Send home on an email

and save yourself the time of curating the email,

because the work will speak for itself.

TAKEAWAYS

Use the visualiser to demonstrate what you expect in

regards to presentation, content and habitual practice.

Share best practice by collaboratively creating

planning, response and proof reading.

Link praise explicitly to work completed when making

contact with parents and carers.
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THE THEORY

When there has been sufficient rehearsal, the students are able
to retrieve easily and thus are able to make use of this new
material to foster new learning and aid problem solving. But
when the rehearsal time is too short, students are less able to
store, remember or use the material. (Rosenshine, 2012).

A GUIDE TO CREATING
EFFECTIVE KNOWLEDGE

ORGANISERS
KNOWLEDGE RICH CURRICULUM AND TEACHING

LAYOUT

Knowledge organisers should have clarity and simplicity

at the heart of their design. Use only one side ideally, so

all information is viewable at one glance. Use one font.

and black and white as standard colour blocking. Each

section of the knowledge organiser should use a

subheading to signpost students when self quizzing. The

layout should allow students to fold over one side to

revise content. If plausible, all subject knowledge

prganisers should place the same content in the same

placed for each knowledge organiser, e.g vocabulary

along the bottom, themes of a text on the right.

SEQUENCE

There should be clarity of sequence as well as aesthetics.

Students should be able to understand logical patterns and the

'running order' of the content. Headings are sectioned into sub

headings, to demonstrate connections or elaborations within a

topic. Where possible, knowledge organisers can act as a visual

indicator of how one topic links to the previous or next unit. 

CONTENT

.All content should be the foundational, 'non-negotiable'

content of the topic for students to know, which can then be

built upon, but the content acts as a grounding for the topic in

question. Whist it is advisable to include tier 3 vocabulary

within the design to aid subject-specific understanding,

content should be written in a way that is unambiguous and

accessible. The content of the knowledge organiser should not

provide the entirety of a topic, but could provide gateways for

this to occur, such as a timeline or other notable artists or

writers of a genre. The content should be possible to apply at

another stage within the subject specialism.

USES

Provide to students at the start of a topic to give a clear

indication of the direction that learning will take.

Students can use for self-quizzing at home, and then  be set

retrieval questions in class, using long term retention to aid

learning (Larsen, D. P., Butler, A. C., & Roediger, H. L. (2009)).

In lessons, keep knowledge organisers visible and as a first

point to clear misconception. Students can annotate the

knowledge organiser to contextualise ideas for themselves.
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"The only important thing about feedback is what students do
with it," D. Wiliam, 2016).
Teachers ‘transmit’ feedback messages to students about
strengths and weaknesses in their work assuming that these
messages are easily decoded and turned into action (Higgins, R.,
Hartley, P. and Skelton, A. 2001).
 
 

A GUIDE TO EFFECTIVE
FEEDBACK IN THE

CLASSROOM
EXPLICIT  INSTRUCTION THROUGH

DEMONSTRATION

LIVE FEEDBACK

Feedback should be timely in response to task

completion, so that improvement is understood, applied

and recognised as such. Visualisers are an ideal way to

demonstrate improvement to task completion in real time

to maximise the impact by exposing as many students as

possible to the feedback provided. Live feedback also

makes it clear as to what extent students understand the

vocabulary of assessment and feedback in order to access

the feedback to begin with. 

WHOLE CLASS FEEDBACK

Using feedback with classes the addresses the most

common misconceptions and aspects of improvement for

maximum impact is far more meaningful than

personalised, individual feedback. Joe Kirby states,

'‘Marking a book is useful for one pupil once only.' Whole

class feedback provides a clear snapshot of intervention

required and learning gaps to be addressed. 

REVISIT AND REVIEW

.Feedback if carried out successfully can be used to revisit

material to ensure that all students comprehend the

knowledge required to move on within the topic in question.

By using feedback to ascertain the direction of our teaching, it

means that students are not left with unaddressed gaps that

then develop into severe issues at a later point that then

become unmanageable to remedy. Students should also be

encouraged to look back at previous feedback when carrying

out a task to apply learned knowledge, so that they are clear as

to what they need to do to make improvements to their work.

TAKEAWAYS

Carry out live feedback to exemplify expectations of standards

and address misconceptions as they occur.

Use whole class feedback for book work to ascertain a snapshot

of the class progress and pinpoint areas of intervention required.

Review to reteach, and encourage students to do the same to

inform their future work.
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'An introductory course in linguistics should be a permanent requirement
for teaching children. Educators need to know how language works.'
(Seidenberg, 2017 in Alex Quigley, Closing the Vocabulary Gap). 
By anchoring literacy clearly in subjects, disciplinary literacy aims to
support students to develop relevant ‘disciplinary habits of mind’.
(Improviding Literacy in Secondary Schools guidance report, EEF, 2019).

A GUIDE TO THE
EXPLICIT TEACHING OF

VOCABULARY
EXPLICIT  INSTRUCTION THROUGH

DEMONSTRATION

ETYMOLOGY AND
MORPHOLOGY

Students should be taught a sound base of word roots which they

can then use as a strategy when understanding new vocabulary. By

teaching word origin and how words are assembled ('morphed'),

students have a knowledge-rich method to use when trying to

comprehend word definition. Treating words as a science that can

be dissected demystifies the construction process and provides

context, in addition to being able to explore the connections

between words. E.g bio means life, and ology means branch of

knowledge (study of), which fuels comprehension of biosphere,

biography, biohazard, but also psychology, or geology. 

ACADEMIC, SUBJECT-SPECIFIC

Students should be explicitly taught tier 2 and 3 vocabulary for all

subjects to ensure they are able to access the knowledge they need

to learn. Tier 2 vocabulary are high frequency words found in

written texts which don't feature in spoken word usually, and Tier 3

vocab is subject-specific, academic vocabulary that students need to

understand our subject, but are the words they are least likely to

know when entering our classrooms. It is not enough to simply use

them in our own delivery: students need to unpack these words

through instruction and with support.

VOCABULARY IN CONTEXT

.Students need to see the vocabulary taught explicitly in context

repeatedly within texts: this could be when modelling written

response work, that academic language is used as part of the

demonstration so students understand how vocabulary can be

applied independently. Students should also be exposed to

challenging texts for that subject specialism, so that they have the

opportunity to see 'words in action,' and not in isolation.

TAKEAWAYS

Teach most commonly used word roots with Greek or Latin origin

to enable students to understand the science of language

Explicit teaching of vocabulary essential to your subject is key:

beware the 'curse of knowledge.'

Expose students to texts with vocabulary that will challenge

them.


